
6.6 Fish Sampling 

I) 	 Designate one person as the data recorder and another person as the fish handler. 

2) 	 The data recorder initiates the fish sampling process by completing the header on the 
NSCIN Length Tally Form. Record the Waterbody, Lift Date, Sample#, and Net 
Location as they correspond to the information on the NSCIN Effort/Catch Form for that 
,set (see section 6.7). 

3) 	 Have a look in the fish holding tub or holding pen to identity the majority of the species 
caught. Use this information to set-up the NSCIN Length Class Tally Form by recording 
an appropriate species acronym or species number code at the top of each Species column 
(see section 6.7). 

4) 	 The fish. handler should select a fish from the fish holding tub or holding pen, identify the 
fish species, and call out the species name to the data recorder. 

5) 	 Place that fish on the measuring board such that the snout is snug against the zero end of 
the board and the fish is laying flat across the graduated ruler (see Figure 8). 

Figure 8: Measuring The Fork Length 

Snout tight against zero end 
of measuring board Measure fork length here 

6) 	 Keeping the fish snug against the end and flat across the ruler, measure the fork length to 
the nearest I 0 millimeter (I centimeter) size class. Call out the size class to the data 
recorder as per the NSCIN Length Class Tally Form categories (e.g., a 312 mm fish 
would be called a 310 or a 31 - depending on the crew's preference for conversing length 
classes in millimeters or centimeters). 

7) 	 The data recorder must record that measurement by placing a tally dot in the appropriate 
size class under the appropriate species column (see section 6.7). 
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